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RFA WAVE KNIGHT returning to the UK

RFA WAVE KNIGHT RETURNS FROM THE GULF
RFA Wave Knight returns to UK waters after sustaining allied warships in the fight against terrorism in the
Middle East. WVKN has spent seven months away from home, six of them in the Middle East, where she
provided fuel to patrolling warships. In doing so, she supported the RN and coalition operations East of Suez, as
well as NATO’s security mission in the Mediterranean, Operation Sea Guardian.
“I am proud of my ship’s company for the dedication and professionalism they have displayed whilst
operating far from home and loved ones,” said Captain Simon Herbert RFA, Wave Knight’s Commanding
Officer. “Wave Knight has completed a successful deployment which has included the delivery of maritime
security making an important contribution to the freedom of navigation and providing direct maritime
support to Royal Navy and coalition warships deployed to the Gulf and Arabian Sea. “We are all looking
forward to the journey home and some well-earned leave when it arrives.”
In her 200 days on operations, she travelled more than 24,000 miles, using more than 4,000 cubic metres of fuel
herself. The fuel tanks will be pumped out at the fuel depot in Loch Striven, at the end of February. Once empty,
she will head to Devonport to offload prior to refit.
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The cocaine seizure orchestrated from RFA MOUNTS BAY

RFA MOUNTS BAY SEIZURE OF 1.4 TONNES OF
COCAINE
On the 24th January 2020 RFA Mounts Bay along with embarked Helicopter Interdiction Squadron (HITRON) and
Law Enforcement Detachment (LEDET) teams from the USCG completed the seizure of 1.4 tonnes of Cocaine.
RFA Mounts Bay was taking part in Operation Carib Royale alongside French and American forces in the
Caribbean and was on a routine patrol when the embarked MH65 HITRON helicopter spotted a likely drug
running boat. RFA Mounts Bay duly altered course and increased speed to close the contact and investigate
further. Once the distance had been closed the LEDET team took to the water and with HITRON in support
stopped and boarded the boat to carry out a search. Upon searching the vessel 44 large bails of cocaine were
found with a combined weight of 1.4 tonnes and an estimated street value of over £100 million pounds. During
further investigation it transpired that an additional 150KG of Cocaine was jettisoned before the smuggling crew
were apprehended by the LEDET team, further increasing the amount of Cocaine that didn’t make it to street
level.
The CO stated “ This successful interdiction at the end of Mounts Bay’s 3 year deployment epitomises the
capability of the platform and embarked assets along with the unique cooperation that exists between the UK
and US and our Military organisations.“ The HITRON Flight Commander stated “The co-ordination between the
RFA Mounts Bay, helicopter interdiction tactical squadron (HITRON) and tactical law enforcement team (TACLET)
was superb and directly facilitated an extremely complex law enforcement operation.“ and the LEDET OIC said “
On January 24th 2020, our USCG specialised interdiction team and RFA Mounts Bay team seized two vessels,
detained seven suspected narcotics smugglers and took custody of over 1.4 tonnes of presumptively positive
cocaine. “
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OPERATIONAL UPDATE FROM DACOS AFSUP
Since my last update, pre-Xmas, I guess the most significant piece of news is that the final TIDE-Class [exit] review
from the ‘Government Major Projects Portfolio’ (GMPP) has successfully completed. This Cabinet Office-led
process assures high-level oversight of major cross-government programmes exceeding >£450M. And with the
project delivering on time (just), under cost and meeting the performance objectives, the GMPP team had no
hesitation in recommending formal exit from this process. Whilst we still have a number of design / build shortfalls
to address, when I look back on my 2 years in post, we really have made some extraordinary steps forward (for
example all ships now in-service, Services of Dedication complete, Full Operating Capability declared, WESTLANT
18 & 19 Carrier support, CTF 320 operations in the high north, TSPG completed her first refit, funnel replacements
underway etc). We now have just 3 ‘Key-User’ requirements to prove – Hot Weather Trials (planned for TSPG this
year), CH-47 (Chinook) First-of-Class Trials (planned for the spring) and upgrading the cargo control screens to
better facilitate 3-product concurrent multi-RAS operations; all should be complete in 2020.
I’m afraid to say that budgetary constraints in the next financial year will make 2020/21 a very tough year for the
Royal Navy, Royal Marines and the RFA. This year’s Strategic Defence & Security Integrated Review will be a very
interesting debate to watch and be involved with. As an example, part of the options to save money in the coming
years includes the probability of both AFSH’s being put into extended readiness until their out of service dates;
whilst sad news for the RFA, given the age of the ships and our continued manpower challenge, it does makes
practicable sense to use this money elsewhere. The recent uncertainty over Cammell Laird performance finally
stabilised early in February. This allowed us to eventually commit TSUR to her refit after a very painful hiatus
whilst some challenging commercial discussions were concluded. I am personally indebted to all those personnel
who ‘stuck with us’ to ensure we kept her seaworthy and able to sail away from the yard in case the negotiations
failed.
A brief Flotilla round-up:
Starting again in the western hemisphere, MNTS is close to concluding her 3-year deployment in support of APT(N)
tasking. Her final swan-song was a 1.4T cocaine disruption and for those of you who don’t think this work matters,
I offer you the following reflection from the CO:
‘…In 2019 UK Law Enforcement seized a record total of 9645 kg of cocaine (taken from Home Office
figures Dec 19) of varying purity in England and Wales. Previous record was 3338 kg in 1973 when
records began. On 25 Jan 20 MNTS stopped 1,400 kg in one interdiction. MNTS seizure was Columbian,
99% pure, with an approximate value of $25,000 a kilo. The street value (cut) is between 4 and 8 times
this so the approximate maximum total value of the MNTS interdiction is around $35 million pure = $280
million street = 212 million in pounds sterling. MNTS 1,400 kg is nearly 15% of the total annual haul in
England and Wales in 2019 by UK Police and Border Force and closer to 30% for each previous year. And
it’s still a drop in the ocean to the wider challenge…’
This is a fitting conclusion to an impressive and highly effective deployment. And another example as to why this
ship was awarded the ‘RFA Ship of the Year’ award in January.
Out into the Eastern hemisphere, both CRDG and WVKN have continued to carry the KIPION baton. The very
worrying turn of events in January concerning Iranian missile strikes following the assassination of a key Iranian
leader by the Americans led to a very tense period of operations and heightened preparations for conflict.
Disruption to programmes and ship joiners / leavers was one of many obvious resulting symptoms. And again, the
patience and professionalism shown by our people shone through. And it also allowed many to reflect on just
why we spend so much effort exposing ourselves to FOST(S) standards – so we can exist and be effective in such
scenarios when many others cannot. As we approach the end of Feb, WVKN has now departed the theatre,
transited Suez and is at Gibraltar as I write. Within the month she will be in the hands of Cammell Lairds once
again. Around the UK, it’s been a marginally quieter operational programme where maintenance periods and
defect rectification has dominated programmes for TFCE, LYME and ARGU. LYME has now reset her aviation
currency and is enroute to Ex COLD RESPONSE for winter amphibious training. We have invested >£1.5M into
ARGU during her extended AMP (to help de-risk her APT(N) deployment) and have finally resolved some
troublesome engine defects. She will now pick up her aviation training programme again. After completing her
own very successful AMP, TFCE has resumed CTF 320 and FOST Tanker duties. In terms of non-fleet time ships,
both TSPG and FTVR are now well on the route to resolving some troublesome post-refit engineering and military
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Left: Prop after NDT testing on blade roots and tips, Right:Internal view of foam monitor with debris inside

OPERATIONAL UPDATE FROM DACOS AFSUP
certification shortfalls. Both are just about to commence their respective Force Generation periods with run-ins
to their respective Apr and May BOSTs. Exciting programmes will follow this immensely vital foundation work –
including first of class Queen Elizabeth RAS trails for FTVR and the inaugural TIDE KIPION deployment. Back to
Cammell Lairds, TDRE has now exited dry dock and will achieve ‘move onboard’ next month before sailing in late
Apr. TSUR, as mentioned earlier, has just started her refit. As ever, and sad though it is, FTRO, FTAU and WVRU
of course remain in their low readiness profiles in Liverpool.
Before concluding my final piece as the outgoing DACOS AfSup, may I make a wider plea for more volunteers for
some vital upcoming shore post vacancies. Without these shore post outputs being delivered, seafarers wouldn’t
be able to function effectively or deliver what we do for defence. Contrary to popular opinion, which couldn’t be
any further from the truth, shore appointments offer some truly fantastic and rewarding opportunities. Our
Achilles Heel in the RFA is that we don’t have enough people who are willing to step out of their comfort zone
and do something different away from the relative certainty and predictability of a ship environment. What you
often don’t realise is that you have so much to offer and so much potential and professional experience to unleash
for the betterment of others – to make what we do a better place and a better organisation. I could look anyone
in the eye and say with genuine honesty that working in the AfSup area of NCHQ has been great fun and a pleasure
to work in / for. Yes, staff will work hard and deal with many challenging issues – but the reward is working with
great people (we have many), broadening your understanding of Defence and increasing your professionalism
and effectiveness. So, don’t be put off by misconceptions and untruths, put your head above the parapet and
have a go – you’ll be better for the experience – on that I promise. Once again stay safe out there. We are still
growing our broader SQEP as we endeavour to maintain the manpower recovery trajectory and keep our ships
on the front line supporting the nation, so it needs everyone to watch each other’s back to ensure we conduct
our business and output safely. I hand over the reins shortly and will be returning to sea in late spring.
Captain Chris Clarke, AFSUP DACOS (TBRB Capt Anders late Feb 20)
LESMS Manager and Supervisor Courses
LESMS Manager and Supervisor courses have now been rolled out and are aimed at providing standardised
training in the operation and management of the LESMS database. Initially these courses are aimed at CPO (D)
and XO’s respectively, with a view to include PO (D), L/H (D), and 1 O/X in due course. The LESMS Manager
course is a three-day course, currently held at IMES Portsmouth, covering Legislation, Lifting Equipment Policy
and the operation and management of the database. The LESMS Supervisor course is a one-day course held at
IMES Portsmouth, the aim of which is to give an understanding of Legislation, Policy and the database with
regards to monitoring equipment Test and Examination status. Course dates have now been populated on
Magellan under Safety, for years 2020/21.
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RFA LYME BAY’s deck team RASING with RFA TIDEFORCE

RFA TIDEFORCE from RFA LYME BAY

CO’S WEEK ON RFA LYME BAY
After a much needed Self Maintenance Period alongside in Portland, RFA Lyme Bay sailed to complete several
essential trials, both engine and operational. During the SMP one of the four generators had been totally
overhauled and needed testing. We also needed to get the ship cleared to operate helicopters. So, after much
securing of the ship we headed out into the path of Storm Dennis; the first couple of nights were a little bit
uncomfortable to say the least. Engine trials were completed over the weekend and personnel collected from
Portland on a boat transfer for the forthcoming flying operations. Unfortunately, the week got off to a poor
start with us not being able to pick up our FOST staff from Plymouth due to the sea state, however, a solution
was found to get them onboard the following day (Tuesday) and cover our flying with one of the Dauphin
Helicopters from Newquay Airport. Wednesday we were able to do day/night flying with a Wildcat and get our
clearances to operate Helicopters again. Thursday’s highlight was a F3 Galley Fire Exercise, even if the XO was
complaining about all the flights of stairs, she’d had to climb during it. No doubt she had a welcome nap in the
afternoon!! Only joking!!
Friday had us meeting up with RFA Tideforce to RAS a load of fuel for our next tasking on Exercise Cold
Response 20. So, all in all a busy week at sea and hopefully the CO got everything out of it that he needs to
show that RFA Lyme Bay and crew are ready for our forthcoming Amphibious operations.
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RFA Officer Cadets first week at BRNC

RFA OFFICER CADETS FIRST WEEK AT BRNC
Do you remember arriving at BRNC for Initial Training? On 8th February nine promising officer cadets stepped
into BRNC for their 10-week Initial Training before heading to maritime college and sea time. The following
week would involve a steady escalation of workload and expectations resulting in a relatively ordered Division.
The OCs arrived on Saturday wearied from their travels, filled with apprehension, anxiety, a level of excitement
without entirely knowing what to expect in the coming weeks. Turning the corner at The Watchkeeper to be
presented with the stately BRNC building can make one question their preparation for what is to come.
Thankfully that jolt is softened by a welcoming DO who calms those nerves while getting settled in the
accommodation. Those nerves are tickled upon noticing that the cabin contains a substantial kit bag and duffel
bag stuffed with unknown rig. Three A’s, PCS, steaming bats, Red Sea Rig etc. And a cummerbund?? The
following 36 hours are a rapid sequence of briefings, addresses, rounds and musters led with regret that they
did not study the glossary of TLAs and Jackspeak. Scran with other OCs allows the camaraderie between RN and
RFA to prosper. Finally, after a kit exchange some sense of pride enters as they muster in PCS bearing the blue
ensign before heading out to the imposing parade ground for an enlightening session of ceremonial training.
Day Four and to reinforce the fact that the RFA is regarded as one of the five fighting arms of the Navy the OCs
are presented with the reality of weapons handling and training. Most have not handled a round yet alone a
firearm but the initial fear of handling an item with such potential is replaced by the understanding that
something must have gone seriously wrong if the RFA needs to bear arms while at sea. Time at the range
ignites a sense of competitiveness between the OCs that will drive them through future tasks. Weapons training
is incorporated in the RFA course as weapons are used throughout MARL. An unusual way to start the course
but vital to show the symbiotic relationship between the RN and the RFA. A meeting with DACOS completes an
emotionally turbulent but satisfying week. This meeting is perfectly placed to give the OCs a glimpse of what life
in the RFA is like once qualified.
Seven days have passed and the most respected Naval training establishment in the world has taken nine fresh
civilians through a barrage of emotions from feeling like BRNC is a no fun allowed establishment to what’s not
fun about it. Nine individuals have experienced multiple life firsts learning that there is only one way to do it;
the BRNC way. They quickly learn to simply ask “What rig, what time and where?” and wonder what lies ahead.
The dial has only been turned to two.
3/O (LS)(T) Stephen Mutch
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RFA ARGUS after the storms in Falmouth

GAIN COACHING AND MENTORING
QUALIFICATIONS
As part of the process of building a coaching and mentoring culture within the RFA service there are various
levels of training available. Coaching Workshop 1 (a 45 minute brief) and Coaching Workshop 2 (a half day
practical workshop) introduce coaching and mentoring; why we might want to do it and start to develop skills
and techniques. The workshops are delivered both onboard and ashore and attract Magellan competences.
A more extensive course is available which gives a broader knowledge of coaching and mentoring skills and
how the skills can be used to develop people and unlock potential. These courses run over three days at HMS
Nelson in Portsmouth and are facilitated by 2/O Ian Johnston and Mr Dickie Henderson.
The syllabus is largely practical based and includes the following elements:
• Concepts of coaching, theory and ethics
• Learning and Development Styles – your own and others
• Coaching, Mentoring, Teaching and Training – the differences and overlaps
• Structure of coaching and mentoring and use of the GROW model for performance coaching and SMART for
goal setting
• Development of key skills and techniques including rapport building, sensory acuity, active listening and
effective questioning.
• Practical coaching sessions to build confidence in the coach/mentor
Delegates who successfully complete the course and assessment will gain a Magellan competence and will also
be eligible for a Chartered Management Institute (CMI Level) 3 Certificate in Coaching and Mentoring. This
qualification offers accredited recognition to an important and valuable skillset and is appearing in Career
Frameworks; to date 47 RFA personnel have qualified. The course is open to all personnel, irrespective of rank
or branch. The dates for the next three courses are: 24-26 March, 12-14 May and 7-9 July, nominations should
be made via your appointer as for other courses.
Ian Johnston MBE | Second Officer RFA | Learning and Development Organisation (Operations)| Tel: 9380
24482 | Civ: 023 9272 4482 | Mob: 077731 55509 | Waterfront Learning & Development Centre, Building 1154, PP89, Main Road, HMNB Portsmouth, Hampshire, PO1 3NH | E-mail: ian.johnston102@mod.gov.uk |
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RFA AFSUP NAVIGATING OFFICER
After two highly successful years I have taken over from First Officer Smith as RFA Fleet Navigator. Stuart put a
huge amount of time and effort while in post focussing on navigation training across all navigation courses and
as a result, we have seen a marked increase in navigation course pass rates, so much so that our course pass
rates now exceed those of our RN colleagues; a great achievement on Stuart’s part.
As I commence my time in post I will certainly try and maintain that momentum so if you are about to go on a
navigation course and want some time in the simulators to refresh some skills, or just want to get back into the
swing of things, feel free to ask and I will assist where I can. Please also use time at sea to maintain and develop
those skills, the more time you can spend at a pelorus the more comfortable you will feel. Feel free to ask any
general navigation questions or use me to sanity check items. Remember that all navigation courses start with a
Rule of the Road exam which should not come as a surprise!
Finally, I look forward to seeing you all in navigation courses and around the fleet. If you have any questions,
want some advice or would like some time in the simulator please feel free to contact me on NAVY AFSUPSOLID NAV SO2.
James
james.wright123@mod.gov.uk:james.wright123@mod.gov.uk> NAVY AFSUP-SOLIDNAVSO2

RFA LOGS UPDATE
Logs Force Generation update:
1/O(LS) Alex Cook has now left the SO2 Logs FGen post to return to the sea-going plot and joins RFA Cardigan
Bay in March, this position is currently gapped until further notice.
CPO SC Terry Mullen has now joined the team and is in the process of handing-over from Steve Edney.
We continue to deliver Fleet Logistics Inspections (FLI’s) with Wave Knight and Argus now complete, both
achieving Substantial Assurance, and Cardigan Bay due her FLI in early March.
In the previous Cascade Brief we highlighted the RFA Logistics Portal, which was then in the ‘design phase’ but is
now ‘live’. The portal will continue to grow and develop and will provide up-to-date logistics advice, guidance
and access to the latest bulletins and information. This supersedes the Waterfront Logistics Newsletter and also
provides links to the RN FLO and FLC sites.
https://modgovuk.sharepoint.com/sites/defnet/Navy/Pages/RFA-Logistics-Portal.aspx
Passports – It is every individuals’ responsibility to ensure that the details held within their Passports are correct
and up-to-date with their Name, DOB, Home address, Passport Number, Passport Expiry.

Robin.
RPW Frost
SO1 RFA Logistics Force Generation | WLSG | Building 1/208 | The Old Sail Loft | PP 74 | HMNB
Portsmouth | PO1 3LT | Civ Tel: 02392 724454 | Mil Tel: 9380 24454 | E mail:
robin.frost729@mod.gov.uk | MOD E mail: NAVY SPT LOGS-RFA FOR GEN S01
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Apprentice Ballard receiving his EDH certificate at HMS Raleigh

RFA@HMS RALEIGH THE START OF A CAREER
There have been big changes for the RFA at HMS RALEIGH in the past few months. The Defence Maritime
Logistics School (DMLS) has moved from HMS Raleigh in Cornwall to Worthy Down in Hampshire.
This is the end of an era for Logistic Officer, Chef, Stwd and Supply Chain training in the west country. The
training will now be carried out at modern purpose-built site helping to future proof the training pipeline for the
Logistics branch in an up to date tri service environment. This has meant the split of the RFA training team at
Raleigh with the LS team relocating to Worthy Down to be headed up by 1/O(LS) Moggach.
I would personally like to use this opportunity to thank CPO(Ch) Ainscough, PO(SC) Aiston and PO(Stwd)
Jefferson for all their hard work and dedication in ensuring the successful training of Apprentices and other
grades in their time at Raleigh.
We started the year with RFA Chef 1901 finishing their initial chef course. This was the final chef course at
Raleigh leaving to join their first ships.
Later in January Captain Selby visited HMS RALEIGH to witness the latest Phase 2 Apprentice Deck class coming
to the end of their training. App Deck Todd received the best phase 2 student award and book of knots. After
this the apprentices all passed their EDH exams and now go back to sea to gain enough seatime to qualify.
The RFA team at HMS RALEIGH are accredited by the MCA and App Aaron Ballard has been in recently to
receive his EDH certificate from Chief Instructor Simon Jordan and is now well on his way to gaining his Able
Seafarer Deck Apprenticeship.
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RFA Steward class 1902 visiting RFA Argus in Falmouth

RFA@HMS RALEIGH THE START OF A CAREER
(CONTINUED)
HMS RALEIGH will now host the RFA Apprentices from all branches to deliver a standard induction to the RFA
and Functional Skills package, prior to starting their professional training at the other specialist sites.
The Chef, Stwd and Deck apprentices are already doing this, and it should be rolled out to include CIS and
Engineering apprentices later in 2020. A key revision of the Apprenticeships means the qualification is gained at
the end of the apprenticeship via an End Point Assessment and the NVQs which were completed as part of the
initial course have been removed across the apprenticeships. The qualification achieved is now the
Apprenticeship rather than qualifications within and each Apprentice is assessed at the end of the
Apprenticeship.
As part of the new phase 2 induction we have undertaken two successful ship visits with the RFA Steward class
1902 visiting RFA Argus in Falmouth for a taste of the environment they will be working in. This was followed by
8 chefs from RFA Chef class 1902 visiting Fort Victoria for a visit. They were impressed with the sheer scale of
the ship and enjoyed visiting the galley to see where they would be working in the future and meeting
apprentice chefs who were ahead of them in training.
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ADVANCEMENTS AND PROMOTIONS
SUMMARY
(from 1 st April 2019 – present)

Branch
ME OFFICERS
ME RATINGS
SE OFFICERS
DECK OFFICERS
DECK RATINGS
CIS OFFICERS
CIS RATINGS
LS OFFICERS
CHEFS
STEWARDS
SUPPLY CHAIN
MED TECH

Advancements
20 (2)
57 (4)
29 (7)
61 (5)
54 (8)
1 (0)
32 (28)
14 (8)
4 (1)
32 (26)
18 (18)
1 (0)

Promotions
7 (3)
12 (1)
8 (3)
18 (2)
19 (8)
0 (0)
13 (12)
5 (0)
4 (1)
5 (4)
4 (4)
0 (0)

TOTALS

323 (107)

95 (38)

Change for each branch since previous bulletin in brackets.

Career Frameworks update:
Engineer Officer – New framework is live ahead of 2020 CDPs.
SE Officer – New framework is live ahead of 2020 CDPs.
Executive Officer – New framework is live ahead of 2020 CDPs.
Engineer Rating – Current version to remain in place for 2020 CDP’s.
Deck Rating – New framework is live ahead of 2020 CDPs.
LS Officer – Currently undergoing revision process ahead of 2020 CDPs.
CIS Officer – Currently undergoing revision process ahead of 2020 CDPs.
Chefs – New framework is live ahead of 2020 CDPs.
Med Tech – Revision process will begin in early 2020.
Supply Chain – Revision process will begin in early 2020.
CIS Rating – Currently undergoing revision process ahead of 2020 CDPs.
Stewards – Revision process will begin in early 2020.
CDPs:
•
•
•
•

Capt (E) CDP has sat and results distributed.
C/O (E) CDP has sat and results distributed.
1/O (E) CDP has sat and results distributed.
2/O (E) CDP has sat and results distributed.
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Left: Chief Officer John Manley with his leaving gift. Right: Captain Angus Bissell presenting Steward Dave Jackson
with his leaving gift both on RFA LYME BAY

A FOND FAREWELL TO STEWARD DAVE JACKSON
AND CHIEF OFFICER JOHN MANLEY
RFA Lyme Bay has been conducting a Self Maintenance Period in Portland, overhauling generators, ISM audit,
Cyber Assurance visits and a whole host of other activities needed to prepare us for the next stage of our
Amphibious Operational programme. It proved to be an extremely busy time for the engineering and system
department both with the generator problem that needed fixing, and a plethora of other defects that had to be
resolved. Additionally, the ship had an MCA ISM Audit, but we were well prepared for them and I’m sure we left
them with a good impression. The weather did not help at all during the SMP, we had to endure Storm Ciara out
on Q Pier, walking down the jetty was an interesting evolution!!
We also said goodbye to two long serving members of the RFA, Stwd Dave Jackson and Chief Officer John
Manley, both have retired and I’m sure they will be missed by all who sailed with them. A presentation was held
for Dave in the crew bar where the CO presented him with a parting gift from the ship’s company. Similarly, a
few days later it was John’s turn to be presented with his leaving gift from the ship’s company in the officer’s
bar.
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Aspiring RFA Officers visit RFA LYME BAY with the recruitment team

App(E)Tom Taylor Supporting the Portsmouth City Council Apprentice bus

RFA RECRUITMENT
As part of the RFA Recruitments Team’s continued effort to improve the candidates’ journey through the
application process, on 24/01/2020, RFA Lyme Bay was kind enough to host 12 aspiring Officer Cadets. They
were treated to an informative tour of the ship and its capabilities as well as department specific briefs and
demonstrations of firefighting equipment. An incredibly beneficial visit, there has been plenty of positive
feedback from candidates who are now moving onto their next steps in the recruitment process. One of the RFA
Recruitment Team, Administration Officer Jackie Graeney also enjoyed seeing the ship and meeting RFA
personnel. A massive thank you to everyone from the ship who assisted with the visit.
App(E) Tom Taylor took part in the Portsmouth City Council Apprentice bus part of the National Apprentice
Week initiative (4-6 Feb). The bus toured a number of local schools in the Portsmouth region meeting future
school leavers, giving them a chance to meet a wide variety of people on apprenticeship schemes. The RFA was
a popular choice and the event was also attended by App (E)’s Fitt & King.
The RFA Recruitment Team
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LEARNING AND DEVELOPMENT UPDATE
The Marine Society’s Learn@Sea series of Apps includes Maths@Sea, Maths@Sea+, Writing@Sea, English@Sea
and Spreadsheets@Sea. All Apps are aimed specifically at seafarers – for example the Maths@Sea apps are
marinised to include volume & space, spherical trigonometry and charts/bearings– so are useful for revision and
learning throughout the maritime sector. Approximately 9000 seafarers are learning through these apps, which
are available at £1.99 per month for a single app or £4.99 for the whole series. More information can be found
at: https://www.marine-society.org/learnatsea. LDO Ops have a small number of free licenses available for
allocation – if interested contact me directly.
Calling all Deck Officers: The Marine Society is about to launch their Stability@Sea App, part of the Learn@Sea
series of apps. More details will follow once the App launches.
Still on Marine Society, several personnel are studying GCSE and A level courses through the charity’s learning
arm. Fully tutor supported and with high success rates, the courses represent real value for money at
approximately £230 for GCSE subjects and £270 for A Level subjects; these rates are specifically aimed at RFA
personnel and subsidised by Marine Society and the Greenwich Hospital charity. More information can be
found at https://www.marine-society.org/gcses and https://www.marine-society.org/a-levels
Two RFA Coaching Practitioner Level 3 courses have now been held with 22 delegates completing the three day
course and qualifying for the Chartered Management Institute Level (CMI) 3 Certificate in Coaching and
Mentoring; this is in addition to the 23 personnel who have qualified through the courses held in HMS
Collingwood. The next three courses will be held in March, May and July (see elsewhere in this bulletin) and
places are open to all.
The supply of recreational libraries to ships will recommence in 2020 following a gap of a few years. Libraries
will be supplied by the Learning & Development Organisation and will consist of 60-70 title updates
approximately three times per year. Titles cover a wide range of fiction and non-fiction titles and are tailored to
an RFA demographic. There will be no admin burden to ships as the books do not require accounting for or
returning.
Greenwich Hospital is a charity which supports RN, RM and RFA personnel with a focus on personal
development opportunities. The charity offers a small number of bursaries aimed at supporting RFA seafarers to
gain a first degree level qualification. Two RFA seafarers are currently studying for degrees through the Open
University with the GH bursary funding £2000 of each year’s fees. If this might be of interest, details are in
RTEM 056-20.
As ever, if you have any queries about the items in this update or any Learning & Development topic, please get
in touch via the contact details below.

Ian Johnston MBE | Second Officer RFA | Learning and Development Organisation (Operations)| Tel: 9380
24482 | Civ: 023 9272 4482 | Mob: 077731 55509 | Waterfront Learning & Development Centre, Building 1-154,
PP89, Main Road, HMNB Portsmouth, Hampshire, PO1 3NH | E-mail: ian.johnston102@mod.gov.uk |
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RFA TIDERACE floated and moving to the wet basin in Birkenhead – photo curtsey of C/O(X) James Allen

RFA PERS STRAT UPDATE
Uniform Allowance:
Please remember that when submitting claims for uniform allowance – whether it is on joining the RFA, or on
promotion – all HR 164s are to be submitted with itemised receipts.
Personnel Strategy are unable to process any claims that are not accompanied by an itemised receipt.
Please note: Claims are still to be submitted to your Appointer in the first instance.
Uniform Upkeep Allowance:
It is the responsibility of the individual to ensure Uniform Upkeep Allowance is paid annually.
If you are not in receipt of Uniform Upkeep Allowance, please submit a signed HR 164 to; NAVY PERS-RFA RES
MI SO3, MP 2-2, LEACH BUILDING, HMS EXCELLENT, PO2 8BY, together with a cover letter detailing when you
were due your payment.
If you have any queries on uniform, shorthand and shipboard accommodation allowances, please contact
Hannah.Early100@mod.gov.uk
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RFA DACOS PERS OPS UPDATE
New Initiatives
It is intended to put in place a part time working and partial retirement policy; this is at the MTUs for
consultation at the moment. The plan is to offer a number of part time working opportunities for personnel at
any stage of their careers. It is hoped to have this policy in place in April after consultation is complete. More
details will be available soon so look out for the RTEM. We have also introduced a “Pay First Check Later” trial
for 305 claims, more detail elsewhere in this bulletin, we have listened to your concerns and hopefully this will
speed up the process of paying T&S claims while still meeting our internal audit requirements.
BSSC and ISSC
Access to BSSC and ISSC has now been re-established and RFA personnel are now being loaded onto these
courses at the MWS PHOENIX Training Group on Whale Island. Revised joining instructions will be distributed 68 weeks in advance of personnel joining courses wherever practicable, with short notice appointees being
managed accordingly. At present the Sea Survival (PST) element of the BSSC/ISSC is being outsourced to
commercial providers, pending the results of the Defence Accident Investigation Branch Report. All RFA
personnel requiring BSSC/ISSC will be assigned to the required courses by their appointer.
New Entrant Probation Policy
The policy has been introduced. A full toolkit and supporting documentation has been sent to all ships. If you
have any queries, please do not hesitate to contact Ali Clack or Alex Hardy.
MOD Smoking Policy
As part of a MOD wide Health and Wellbeing strategy smoking will be banned from all MOD work places by the
end of 2022. HMS Excellent is one of Navy Command’s trial establishments for that policy. So, from 1 st January
there is no tobacco smoking on Whale Island and from 2021 there will be no vaping allowed. As an interim
measure there will be a single smoking shelter, for vaping only, on the Island. This policy will affect all those
working in Leach Building and West Battery and all those attending courses at Phoenix. Joining instructions have
been amended to reflect this. The RFA are currently working on how this new smoking policy will be
implemented on ships.
Magellan Management
We are already looking forward to what replacement we have as we are having some issues with the software
on the current server that hosts Magellan in Portsmouth. We spent January gathering the requirements for the
new version of Magellan and are now working up a business case for this much needed upgrade.
Cadet Development Officer
The Cadet Development Officer position has now been filled and from early March 3/O Sarah Stevens will be in
post. Meanwhile 2/O Ali King is covering the desk.
Appointers
There has been the usual churn in appointers, but we are welcoming a new member of staff in the next few
days. We shall update the wiring diagram as soon as all the shuffles have completed.
Safeguarding
Personnel are reminded that we have a safeguarding policy and of the requirement to complete a Safeguarding
Incident Form (SIRF) if an issue is identified. As DACOS PERS OPS, I am the Safeguarding lead for the RFA and
SIRF’s should be submitted to myself.
Captain Peter Selby RFA DACOS RFA Personnel:
peter.selby346@mod.gov.uk
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“Not all heroes wear capes; Some wear boiler suits!”

THE CADETS VIEW OF RFA LYME BAY
Portland and the Jurassic coast offer many things, from beautiful scenery, fine cuisine (fish and chips) and, at
times, challenging weather (Storm Ciara). We could think of worse places than here to be for our SMP.
During SMP, life in the Engineering Department of Lyme Bay has been far from relaxed. From overhauling 1 of 4
DGs to cleaning seawater strainers, every engineer and motorman alike have been kept busy. For the three
engineering cadets, Angus Treadwell, Sophie Mitchell and Harry Tanser the experience has been invaluable.
As well as the Engines, we’ve seen maintenance to the Weapons, Chloropacs, Pumps, Valves, Chilled Water
Plants, Compressors and Purifiers. We’ve been part of Machinery Breakdown Drills, TLF Drills and Lifeboat
musters - all in our preparations for the upcoming exercise Cold Response. The whole department have worked
together and faced many challenges along the way to make this possible - we really have put pedal to the metal
over the past few weeks and it shows!
The three of us are excited to sail and experience what will be the first overseas trip for us all. We hope the
experience will be invaluable and will prepare us well for gaining our Engineering Officer of the Watch tickets
(we are excited to see the northern lights too!)
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(Fact, not Theory!)

RFA EXPLOSIVES
7.62mm Ammunition Accounting Tool Trial
As you will know from previous updates that a 3D Printed Ammo Accounting Tool trial was conducted in RFA
CARDIGAN BAY. From quite early on in the trial it was evident that the material used, and the clips that held it
together, were not suitable for the task required. To that end, we will now look to pursue an alternative tool, as
the need to make the task of counting FRAC boxes of ammunition more accurate and less onerous on personnel
has not gone away. Further updates will be provided in subsequent bulletins.
Actions to be taken on entering Refit
When entering refit, Explosive Responsible Officers are reminded of the need to notify NAG (EXP) of the
Cessation of BR 862 Regulations as detailed in BRd 862 Para 1111 and Annex 11A; this will trigger the CSE to be
withdrawn. At this point any hard copies of the CSE held onboard should be destroyed to avoid confusion when
the ship emerges from refit at a later date. A copy of the withdrawal letter should be placed in the BR 862
Addendum.
In order to obtain a new CSE the ship will need to have a Pre-embarkation Inspection (Magazine) (PEI(M))
conducted by MCTA. Only PEI(M) inspections conducted at the end of the current refit period will count towards
the issue of a new CSE.
RFA Explosives Point of Contact
AFSUP EXP SO2 Mrs Jodie Hill

02392 62 5294

CARPET INFESTATION
Mounts Bay recently had an occurrence of carpet infestation placing a cabin out of service and an expensive rip
out / replacement of carpet. The infestation (pupae / larvae / maggots etc) developed underneath the cabin
fridge without knowledge of the occupants. It is proposed that Senior Management, through the Commanding
Officer, put in place a cleaning routine to temporarily remove cabin fridges for the purposes of assuring adequate
levels of cleanliness and hygiene are in place and repeat on a rolling basis.
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1/O(X) Emma Elgar at the 1851 Trust Maritime Roadshow for girls.

STEM SPEED DATING
1851 TRUST MARITIME ROADSHOW FOR GIRLS
On Thursday 13th February 2020 I was lucky enough to be in a position to attend the 1851 Trust Maritime
Roadshow for Girls hosted by the INEOS Team UK in Portsmouth. The event was attended by 7 different schools
across the Portsmouth area and was aimed at introducing girls into STEM subjects and Maritime careers. There
were 4 different stations across the day:
•
•
•
•

Investigation Zone – Hands-on exhibits based on America’s Cup technologies and other STEM based
activities on the Tech Deck.
Inspiration Zone – A ‘speed dating’ style sessions between small groups of female students and female
STEM employees from participating companies.
Growth Mindset Workshop – Girls will explore the principles of the Growth Mindset to develop their own 'I
can' attitude.
Wings and Sails Workshop – Working in teams to create their own sails and testing them in the wind
tunnel.

On application to attend as an ambassador I was selected to take part in the female speed networking in the
inspirational zone. This involved sitting with groups of about 4-5 students and answering their questions about
my career and experiences to date, as well as having an interest in their career routes and subject choices. I was
able to talk to the girls for about 10 minutes a group and across the day I spoke to approximately 120 girls about
the RFA.
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RFA LYME BAY in Portland during her recent AMP

STEM SPEED DATING (CONTINUED)
At the beginning of each session many of the girls had not even heard of the RFA but by the end of the 10 minutes
I had explained what we do and all the possible careers that are available within the RFA. This left them at least
knowing who the RFA are and understanding what we do even if in the future they chose not to embark on a
maritime career. Those that were interested in a career in the RFA had the option to take away a brochure of
information and for the lucky girls that got within 10 years of the correct answer for the “when was the RFA
formed” quiz question an RFA baseball cap was presented.
It was not just the girls that I was able to engage with and talk to about the RFA but also the other ambassadors
and INEOS support team. Prior to the arrival of the schools and during the lunch period it was possible to network
and talk to other women from across Maritime industries and STEM careers. Again, many that either knew nothing
or little about the RFA. It was a really good opportunity to promote the RFA and especially women in a maritime
career.
The whole day was extremely well organised and gave me the chance to engage with many young women who
have now walked away from the day knowing that the RFA has a wide variety of careers that they could go into
should they want a maritime career in the future. Attendance at events like this enable a strong message to be
delivered and are extremely rewarding for all attending. It was overall a thoroughly enjoyable and gratifying day.
1/O(X) Emma-Louise Elgar
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RFA CARDIGAN BAY VITAL TO GULF OPERATIONS
The 2020s have begun just as the 10's ended for the UK’s Gulf ‘workhorse’: heavily in demand from all the Royal
RFA CARDIGAN
Navy’s assets in the Middle
East. BAY combined rafting with HMS BLYTH and aviation OPS
RFA Cardigan Bay serves as the mother/command ship for all four of the RN’s minehunters operating in the
region: HMS Blyth, Shoreham, Ledbury and Brocklesby. A dedicated staff embarked to direct the day-to-day
operations of the quartet, but the ship also provides supplies (food, fuel, fresh water, ammunition, spare parts)
when minehunters come alongside.
All four RN minehunters made use of their mid-sea ‘one-stop-shop’ during the first concerted exercise of 2020
as allied forces in the region practised their ability to work seamlessly together. That included working with
some regular visitors, notably US Navy MH53-E Sea Dragons, serving as airborne transporters, ferrying
personnel and vital stores around the task group ships. Providing cover against air and surface/underwater
attack were, respectively, destroyer HMS Defender and frigate HMS Montrose, stationed long-term in Bahrain
to support RN operations in the region.
At the end of the exercise, Cardigan Bay was joined by the RNs senior officer East of Suez, UK Maritime
Component Commander Dean Bassett who commended the Whole Force approach from all crew involved.
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FOST CORNER
GENERAL
Last December we conducted a COST(D) in the Gulf. With the standards achieved the ship gave a sigh of relief as
we returned to the UK. A month later the Gulf ships were getting ready in case general hostilities broke out.
Those remaining onboard started to recall the lessons learnt during the COST(D) to aid their preparations. RFA
Condition 1 may be required at short notice. Unless ships conduct table tops and drills skills fade, and next time
FOST(S) may not have just visited!
2020 brings RFA FOST(S) new challenges. The most pressing is obtaining reliefs! Most here are due to leave this
year, but when advertised there have been few enquires to ask what the jobs and roles require. Please keep an
open mind and talk with the job holder before you dismiss the opportunity to work in this interesting team and
capability building environment.
FOST(S) NAVIGATION
Preparation for an OST is key to a successful outcome; ensuring that Bridge equipment is in a fully functional
state, and that members of the Bridge Team are fully aware of their roles and responsibilities in both ‘standard’
Condition 3 serials, but also in the more complex and less practised Condition 1 exercises. However, the
standards that are being looked for when a Ship arrives in the SCEXAs should not just be put into place to
‘please FOST’, but instead should be the ’norm’ and the usual way a Bridge Team operates, whether that be on
passage between UK ports, or when on Operations.
While the banality of watches can be disheartening, it can also provide the opportunity for OsOW to develop
their understanding of Bridge equipment functionality, especially on ships with newer integrated systems.
Although it is already a requirement to conduct Bridge Forums, it could be recommended that the frequency of
these be increased, with shorter more succinct briefs being conducted between members of the Bridge team to
enhance the overall understanding of system operation. Topics for inclusion could include aspects of standard
equipment operation, effects on Bridge and Wholeship functionality if systems are lost, and operations that are
considered more every day. For example; although most deck officers will have participated in a RAS, are all
members of the team familiar with the whys and wherefores of the standard scripts that are used, and what is
to be done if the script doesn’t match the environment? While it is appreciated that these Briefs can sometimes
be considered an embuggerance to the normal ‘day job’ it is through such exchanges of information that will
lead to the continued professional development of the department.
It is true that the presence of FOST on board a ship can be met with some trepidation, however Bridge Teams,
and in fact the Ship as a whole, are reminded that outside the stated assessment periods, FOST can be put to
great use. While this usually comes in the form of Weapon or Aviation training, there are other departments
within FOST that are willing and able to offer training and can support organic training programmes. Such
training could include briefs on Meteorology, Comms, Warfare in addition to Navigation training. While it is true
that there is a lot of corporate knowledge within the Executive Department, it is sometimes beneficial for an
additional pair of eyes to stand back and look at the performance of the whole team from a different
perspective and offer training during serials which might not otherwise be possible. FOST is an underutilised
resource, and it is recommended that Navigators get in touch to find out if additional training can be arranged
to support the Bridge Team in continuing to operate our ships at the same high standard.
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RFA FORT VICTORIA in Loch Striven – photo courtesy of C/O(SE) Ed Joscelyne

FOST CORNER (CONTINUED)
Medical Department
As my tenure here at FOST(S) draws to a close, I thought it would be a good time to reflect on the past two and
a half years in post. Luckily, my predecessor (Tony Hendley) had left the RFA Medical department in good stead.
My first hurdle came not with the RFA per say, but with the RN, not necessarily a problem, but a whole different
language to get my head around! That said the training is the same so that was not insurmountable. Before a
Ship appears for training whether it’s for SARC/OST or CT the process of insuring all relevant Pre-OST paperwork
is completed, which ensures all minimum safety requirements are satisfied, emergency equipment is available,
and manpower is sufficient. Early engagement with the Medical Technician is vitally important to ensure the
Ship is ready to proceed to training.
When any ship has a FOST(S) serial it may seem that it’s all completed within a couple of hours, however, pre
serial preparations, planning of the serial scripts – yes, we actually pre-plan the damage and casualties that we
inflict on you, running the serial itself, debriefing the teams and Command, and of course the most important
part for you guys out there – the assessment and written report requires to be completed for each serial.
The serial reports generate the training priorities, (the significant and minors) that highlight the common
weaknesses that we and the RN, don’t seem to do to well, namely LVA’s and Primary Surveys (DRsABC). We
then rightly dedicate trying to improve these weak areas, it is important because get these actions right and it
could save a life in a real emergency, so I make no apology for labouring the point. The other common weakness
is the completion of casualty documentation, where attention to detail is paramount. In the medical world we
have a saying, “if it’s not written down – it didn’t happen”.
Overall the standard of First Aid in the RFA meets our needs as a seagoing service in the wider context of our
role. As it develops, the new First Aid Continuation Training (FACT) for first aid teams should help Ships get the
best people into the right role, with the required level of training. I have always believed my role here at FOST(S)
is not to catch people out and as FOST(S) evolves so does the style of delivery. Having adopted a more coaching
and mentoring attitude in recent years this allows our people, YOU, to identify their own strengths and short
comings and identify areas of reflection and improvement.I hope that during my time here, RFA Med Techs and
first aid teams alike have achieved improvements in their core knowledge, skills and procedures. To that end I
would like to thank everyone who has had to endure my training in the past and hope that you all give the same
support to my successor MT Graham Trevaskis when he takes over the post in the new year.
Alan Brown, Medical Technician (RFA), SCPOMA7 to FOST(S)
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RFA MOUNTS BAY operating in the Caribbean 2019

RFA MOUNTS BAY RFA SHIP OF THE YEAR FOR
AFLOAT SUSTAINMENT AND OPERATIONAL
EXCELLENCE
RFA Mounts Bay is awarded the title RFA Ship of the Year following a varied and busy year. Captain Rob Anders,
Commanding Officer of RFA Mounts Bay for the 2019 disaster relief operation in the Bahamas, commends the
achievements of the many organisations who worked alongside them. He said: “2019 was a very busy year for
the Royal Fleet Auxiliary, with our ships contributing to Operations in the Gulf, North Atlantic and Carrier
Support. For RFA Mounts Bay to be awarded this recognition when the bar has been set so high, is greatly
appreciated.”
“RFA Mounts Bay was the critical enabler for the post hurricane Dorian disaster relief operation in the Bahamas;
but without 815 Squadron Fleet Air Arm, 1700 Naval Air Squadron, the Royal Engineers, Royal Logistical Corps
and US Coast Guard supporting RFA crew, we wouldn’t have achieved what we did.
I commend their outstanding efforts and appreciate the huge contribution they made to regional engagement,
disaster relief and counter narcotics operations that enabled RFA Mounts Bay to earn this trophy.”
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Mark’o practising for his upcoming swimming challenge.

SWIM 22 DIABETES CHALLENGE
My Story
On joining RFA Wave Knight back at the end of October 2019, I went to carry out the rudimentary medical. The
following month whilst the ship remained at sea was to be all of a shock for me as the on board
Doctor/MedTech had diagnosed me with diabetes. The thought “why me?” “how come this had happened to
me?” are just a couple of the few hundred questions that went through my mind.
However, the subsequent result was to return home and have my ENG1 taken off me. There can be nothing
more debilitating than to have to admit defeat. During the course of researching the consequences of diabetes
and attending my GP, I came across the website https://www.diabetes.org.uk/get_involved/fundraisingevents/swim22. I decided not to be beaten but to challenge myself in a variety of ways to try to reverse my
Type 2 diabetes. So the 1st challenge I took on was to work on my weight loss, and with regular attendance to
the gym, involving spinning, weights and dancing (modern jive), I started to see some results. So much so that to
date (at the time of writing this, I’ve lost 3 stone since Nov).
But it seemed that the more I started to do, the more I craved a challenge! So….
I took on my 2nd challenge. Swim22 organised by Diabetes.org.uk is effectively swimming 22 miles (the width of
the English Channel) in your own time from 22nd February 20 until the 22nd May 20 to complete. This equates to
1417 lengths of a 25mtr pool.
I decided that I wanted to push myself a little harder, and since starting the challenge on the 22nd Feb, currently
averaging 100 lengths a day (2500 mtrs/day), of which I aim to complete in 22 days or under. Diabetes.org.uk is
a charity and this swim that is currently taking place nationwide is a sponsored swim. If you feel able to sponsor
me please towards a good cause, please click on the link below.
Thank you.
https://swim22.diabetes.org.uk/pages/mark-amato
Mark’o Amato, CPO(CIS), RFA
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Worthy Down Instructors team from L to R: PO Neil Jefferson, 1/O Kathrine Moggash, CPO Danny Ainscough and PO John Aiston.

RFA LOGS UPDATE
On the 10th January 2020 RFA Logistics training official transferred from HMS Raleigh to the Defence College of Logistics
Policing and Administration (DCLPA), Worthy Down, 4 miles north of Winchester. While apprentices will still attend Raleigh
for an RFA induction package and the functional skills element of the course (overseen by 2/O(X) Alex Townsend) they will
now transfer up to Hampshire after 6 (Chefs) or 7 weeks (Stwds).
The role of RFA Establishment Training Officer (OC AFSUP) sits within the newly formed Maritime Command Training
Squadron. CPO(Ch) Danny Ainscough and PO(Stwd) Neil Jefferson are based within the Food Services Training Wing and
have already started instructing their first RFA Apprenticeship classes in the galley. PO(SC) John Aiston operates under the
Logistics Specialists Training Wing and has commenced instruction of his RN course. We also have two Initial Logistics
Officer Course (ILOC) students, an RFA chef preparing for a competition, another on the LH Chef course and several RFA
personnel have attended Food hygiene courses. We’ve hosted Captain Jordan for a day’s visit and the RMT Convenor to see
the facilities available here. It’s been a busy first 8 weeks!
The more modern teaching facilities with smart boards aiding instruction in the galleys and Wardroom RWE, along with
issued tabs for students to view lessons and undertake homework is a great improvement along with the more modern
accommodation facilities. Our apprentices are accommodated within Kestrel Division, the Royal Navy’s Phase Two (Initial
Trade Training) block and are benefiting from the establishments excellent Duty of Care policies.
The RNs Realistic Working Environments are both very impressive with the Galley and the Supply Chain areas fitted with BA
lockers, fire-fighting equipment, the facility to switch to red lighting and make ‘pipes’ to recreate the shipboard experience.
After spending time in the areas its easy to forget you’re not on a ship, especially with the morale boost that the good
quality lunches provide!
Most of us have experienced quizzical glances and questions from the RAF and Army personnel who have had little
exposure to the RFA but there is also a significant number of RLC training and working here who want to talk about their
(mostly good!) experiences onboard RFA ships. There have of course been teething issues (including the important issue of
who is entitled to toilet roll replenishment in cabins and my car having to be pulled out of the clay soil) but each week we’re
managing to organise a bit more and put more processes in place.
Although training has commenced there will be a RN launch event soon, and we look forward to welcoming many of you to
Worthy Down in due course. But beware, there may not be a ferry trip but there are plenty of potholes to navigate before
locating us in the Downs……
1/O Katherine Moggach, OC AFSUP, MCTS, DCLPA, Worthy Down.
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Fleet Engineering Personnel
CSO(E)’s team consists of the following Desk Officers, located on the second floor of Leach Building, Mail Point 22:
CSO(E)
Capt(E) Terry Edwards
02392 62 5299
AM SO1 (Availability Manager)
C/O(SE) John Perkins
02392 62 5306
ME SO2 (Marine Engineering SME)
1/O(E) Alan Hart
02392 62 5995
SE SO2 (Systems Engineering SME)
1/O(SE) Bob Cocking
02392 62 5297
ME SO3 (Port Agency Contract)
3/O(E) Sherwyn Blake
02392 62 5295
Update to SE Officer ETO CoC
RTEM P014/19 and Captain Steve Smith’s letter ‘Implementation of ETO Training for SE Officers’ (dated 16 July
2019) describe the process whereby existing RFA Systems Engineer Officers may seek to gain an Electro
Technical Officer Certificate of Competency (ETO CoC) via ‘Grandfather Rights’ (MSN1860(M) Route 3.3). The
MCA have agreed to extend the end date for the issue of a Notice of Eligibility (NOE) for existing RFA SEs by 12
months, from 01 January 2020 to 01 January 2021 (MSN1860 para 3.3.2 refers). The latest date to submit the
CoC Application form (MSF 4259) to the MCA is therefore extended to 30 November 2020. All other
requirements of MSN1860 remain unaltered, including qualifying sea time, which must be accrued prior to 01
January 2016. An amendment to RTEM P014/19 will be issued in due course.
All eligible SEs who have yet to apply for a NOE are strongly encouraged to progress the prerequisites, including:
IAMI training review to determine exemptions; gathering evidence of sea-going service via Sea Service
Testimonials; completion of specified STCW training; and completion of the ETO Competency Record Book. The
MCA have asked for proof of RFA service, in the form of a letter, for those yet to apply for a NOE, this can be
requested from 1/O(SE) Bob Cocking AFSUP SE SO2, robert.cocking102@mod.gov.uk) who is to be kept informed
of your progress and training requirements.
Platform Familiarisation
Reference: RTEM 041/20. A reminder for MEOs and SEOs that copies of completed Platform Familiarisation
Certificates are to be forwarded to the relevant Appointer and AFSUP. Please send NCHQ copies (soft copies
preferred) to:
ME: 1/O(E) A Hart AFSUP ME SO2. alan.hart106@mod.gov.uk
SE: 1/O(SE) R Cocking AFSUP SE SO2., robert.cocking102@mod.gov.uk
Postal address: Afsup, NCHQ, Leach Building, MP2-2, Whale Island, Portsmouth, PO2 8BY.
Career Development Panels
This year's ME Officer CDPs are now complete and promotion/banding details will be issued soon. SE Officer CDPs
are due to sit week commencing 16 March. Career Development Panels will look back up to 5 years for required
evidence on previous PDRs but will not consider candidates that have not submitted a PDR (RFA18) within 12
months of the CDP date. Personnel on long courses e.g. SELC or LET should therefore endeavour to complete a
PDR, to ensure you are not inadvertently excluded from the CDP process.
It is vital to agree objectives that are SMART (Specific, Measurable, Achievable, Relevant, Timely) at the start of
your appointment, and regularly review them to ensure you are on track to complete in the agreed timescale.
Remember to use the STAR format when presenting evidence in the RFA18, which makes it much easier for the
CDP to correlate your evidence to framework competencies. Evidence must be specific and describe how you
demonstrate competencies; generic statements are not sufficient. It is acceptable to use bullet points if you
wish.
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Right: Shiphaz Marking Left QCV charging point to allow air to be expelled from lines, both from RFA TIDERACE

Maintenance Management
The management of overdue SCPM/UMMS tasks is subject to regular MCA scrutiny during audits. It is vital that
maintainers look forward to tasks becoming due in the weeks and months ahead to ensure equipment downtime
is planned and spares placed on demand where necessary in good time. CEOs may wish to incorporate an
overview of maintenance tasks, to include planning for critical machinery downtime and spares requirements,
into Maintenance Managers Meetings.
New build ships and those emerging from lengthy refits will experience 'bulges' of long-term maintenance. CEOs
may seek assistance with overdue routine maintenance via Work Order/WRF to help catch up with the initial bowwave of tasks and the Clustering arrangement means there are generally experienced personnel available to
assist. Overdue tasks must be signed off at the 'done' date to accurately reflect when the task was actually
completed. Management of the 'bulge' to smooth out the ongoing workload may be achieved by CEOs and
Technical Branch HoDs seeking to bring forward maintenance where workload allows.
A&As.
Ships Staff are encouraged to highlight capability shortfalls via Alteration and Addition (A&A) procedures, which
are described in BR875 Volume 2. 1/O Alan Hart manages the A&A process within NCHQ. A&A scrutiny meetings
with appropriate SME involvement are held regularly, prior to the Design Control Boards (DCBs) which are held
every 6 months by North and South Cluster Support Teams. UMMS ships should note the .SNP files produced by
UMMS cannot be edited, and there is no straightforward way for most of the Desk Officers involved in the A&A
process to read them, so A&As should be submitted as Word documents (BR875 Volume 2 Chapter 20 Para
2016(e)(i) refers). Blank forms are available in BR8593(1) Chapter 2 Annex A or from Alan Hart on request. There
is no need to duplicate A&As into UMMS, and CEOs may wish to maintain a simple A&A spreadsheet register
filed on DII.
Finally
Emails from some ships are going into Junk Mailboxes. Please back up important email with a call to ensure we
capture them.
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RFA CARDIGAN BAY working with US Navy MH-53-E “Sea Dragons” in Jan/Feb 20

RFA PROMOTIONS

RFA CARDIGAN BAY with a Sea Dragon coming in to land on the flight deck
Executive Branch

The following RFA Personnel were approved for substantive promotion
Engineering Branch
Logistics Supply Branch

To First Officer (Executive)
2/O(X) Harris CJ

To Second Officer (Executive)
3/O(X) Bryan J
To Chief Petty Officer (Deck)
PO Anderton NW
PO O’Donnell PH
PO Billingsley MR
To Petty Officer (Deck)
LH(D) Hennessy S
LH(D)Brennan MJ
LH(D) Sutton MJ
LH(D) Renton RI
LH(D) Nobbs TR
To Chief Petty Officer
(Communications and Information
Systems)
PO(CIS) McNicholas LP

To Captain (Engineering)
C/O(E) Williams PJ
C/O(E) Summers ASH
To First Officer (Engineering)
2/O(E) Thompson CP
To Leading Hand (Engineer)
MM1 Brown JA

To Chief Petty Officer (Chef)
PO(CH) Cooper NJ
To Petty Officer (Suply Chain)
LH(SC) McConnell R
LH(SC) Lavender IW
LH(SC) Luff PA
LH(SC) Done P

To Chief Officer (Systems Engineer)
1/O(SE) Bisby JC

To Chief Petty Officer (Steward)
PO(Stwd) Elliott M
PO(Stwd) Lewis TS

To First Officer (Systems Engineer)
2/O(SE) Thompson KR

To Petty Officer (Steward)
LH(Stwd) Walker AG

To Second Officer (Sytems Engineer)
3/O(SE) Haines RJ

To Leading Hand (Steward)
Stwd Channing SSV

To Leading Hand (Communications
and Information Systems)
CR1 Haffenden SJ
CR1 Northcote IDH
CR1 McKerrell GS
CR1 Bredbere C
CR1 Croll DC
CR1 Hallifax KR
CR1 Sheppard J
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CAREER DEVELOPMENT PANEL 2020
PROGRAMMME
The following table shows approximate dates when Panels will be scheduled. Results of each Panel will be
distributed as soon as practicable following each panel, but no later than two months after the panel convened.

OPS/CIS
JANUARY
FEBRUARY

MARCH

Capt(X)

APRIL

C/O(X)
1/O(X)
2/O(X)
3/O(X)

JUNE

AUGUST

LS

CPO(E)
PO(E)
LH(E)
MM1

MAY

JULY

TECH
Capt(E)
C/O(E)
1/O(E)
2/O(E)
3/O(E)
C/O(SE)
1/O(SE)
2/O(SE)
3/O(SE)

CPO(D)
PO(D)
SG1A
LH(D)

SEPTEMBER

2/O(C)

C/O(LS)
1/O(LS)
2/O(LS)
3/O(LS)
CPO(CH)
PO(CH)
LH(CH)
ASST(CH)

OCTOBER

CPO(C)
PO(C)
LH(C)
CR1

MEDTECH
CPO(STWD)
PO(STWD)
LH(STWD)
STWD
CPO(SC)
PO(SC)
LH(SC)

NOVEMBER

DECEMBER

For queries, please contact the RFA HR Development Team NavyPers-RfaHRDevTeam@mod.gov.uk
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RFA TIDEFORCE returns into Plymouth after WESTLANT 19

RFA COMPLIANCE TEAM UPDATE
As Compliance wave a fond farewell to Andy Pope as he moves on to pastures new, we wish him well in the next
stage of his career with the Army HQ Fire Department Transformation. I am sure he will have the same positive
impact in his new role as he had during his 2 years as RFA HR Compliance Team Manager. Good Luck Andy!
Contacts
Asst Compliance Manager
HR Compliance Team Leader

Jo Sanders
David Millar

Joanne.Sanders112@mod.gov.uk 02392628643
david.millar995@mod.gov.uk
02392628644

A GOOD NEWS STORY.
T & S Trial – Pay Now/Check Later.
Following feedback from our numerous roadshows regarding the timescales of 305 payments, we have listened
to your concerns and have acted to streamline the process.
RFA Pers-Ops are launching a six-month trial from 02 March 2020 with an aim to reduce the amount of time
taken for reimbursement. A full evaluation of the trial will be conducted by HR Compliance after completion.
Further actions re adopting this process will be considered then.
The trial will adopt a Pay Now/Check Later approach with 305’s being submitted directly to DBS by the seafarer.
HR Compliance will then audit 25% of claims after payment.
RFA Temporary Memorandum – 067/20, Reference T & S, issued on 26 Feb 2020 has full details and a link to a
Guidance Card.
There are some changes to the process. The main change being claims will be sent directly to DBS. However, a
copy must be sent to Pers-Ops at the same time and clearly marked ‘COPY’ or ‘DUPLICATE’. This can either be
sent by post, scan or e-mailed photo (e-mail address found on the guidance card). Any other stipulations are
contained within the RTEM and the Guidance Card.
This trial is only applicable to claims currently sent via Pers-Ops. For claims submitted via the LSO or ETO, the
process will remain the same.
Any Queries as to the new process please contact the Compliance Team (details as above).
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MINDFULNESS
Mindful breathing for one minute
Lower your eyes and notice where you feel your breath. That might be the air going in and out at your nostrils or
the rise and fall of your chest or stomach. If you can’t feel anything, place your hand on your stomach and notice
how your hand gently rises and falls with your breath.
If you like, you can just lengthen the in breath and the out breath or just breathe naturally. Your body knows
how to breathe.
Focus on your breath. When your mind wanders, as it will do, just bring your attention back to your breath. You
might like to say ‘thinking’ when you notice your thoughts and just gently bring your attention back to your
breath. This can be done for longer than one minute. However, even for one minute it will allow you to pause
and be in the moment. Or you might just like to breathe out stress on the out breath and breathe in peace on
the in breath.
Inspirational Quote:
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RFA MOUNTS BAY at sunset alongside the Netherlands Antilles island

PROFESSIONAL SUBSCRIPTIONS(PSUBS) &
MISCELLANEOUS PAYMENTS(MPP)
Professional Subscriptions.
In May 2019 there was a change to the policy regarding PSUBS and registrations which resulted in a slight
change to the process for claiming a refund. Although an RFA Update Bulletin – Pers Strat 01/19 was released on
22 May 2019, it was not uploaded to the people portal until November 2019. As there may be some individuals
who are still unaware of this new process. I refer you to section 6 of the policy guidance: Refund Process.
Individuals should make the payment themselves and then may be able to claim a refund via completion of HR
Form 1108: Miscellaneous Personal Payment System (MPP) Authority for Payments. Individuals must write
'Payment of Professional Membership Fees' in the 'Explanation of Payment' box and attach receipt of payment.
Individuals must provide a written statement detailing how their application meets the eligibility criteria and
why the RFA should support the level of membership sought, recognising their grade, specialisation and current
role. The level of membership must be clearly specified. This statement should accompany the completed HR
Form 1108. Applications will be considered routinely by SO1 Training Provision. Reimbursement should not be
assumed. Please ensure you submit a completed HR Form 1108 along with your written statement, this will be
passed to SO1 Training for consideration. A copy of the policy can also be found:
RFA Payment of Professional Membership Fees
And by going onto the People Portal > Learning, Talent and Professional Development > Skills Profiles and
Accomplishments > Payment of Professional Memberships Fees > RFA
Miscellaneous Payments.
All MPP claims should now be made by completing HR Form 1108 and attaching the receipt.
ENG and Passport reimbursement must also have a copy of the new ENG certificate/the passport submitted with
the claim.
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RFA ARGUS Deck and Engineering Officers at HMS Culdrose

RFA ARGUS CULDROSE ACQUAINT
On the 22nd January, a small contingent of Deck and Engineer Officers from RFA Argus visited RNAS Culdrose.
The aim of the day being to better understand the work of the Naval Air Squadrons stationed there, who
frequently operate not just from Argus, but also other RFA platforms. Our first port of call was to the Merlin
Training Facility, which houses simulators used to train both aircrew and engineering teams. This was followed
by a walk through the hangar of 824 NAS, who often utilise Argus for training purposes. It was an excellent
opportunity to be shown the capability of the Merlin Mk2, and allowed the engineers to indulge in viewing
much of what goes on under the body of the aircraft.
The Air Traffic Control tower provided more behind the scenes viewing, and although only a small number of
aircraft were flying, it was clear the amount of detail required in the management of multiple fast aircraft in the
air and on the ground. Following on from this, a visit to 700X UAS showed glimpses of what the future may hold
for naval aviation. The remit of 700X is to investigate the suitability of drones and manage their integration onto
platforms at sea, an area which will undoubtedly see huge innovation over the coming years.
The highlight for a few turned out to be a visit to the Wildlife Control Unit, whose role in reducing the number of
bird strikes is a fascinating and little known about part of fast jet operations. These fast jets are the Hawk T1,
flown by 736 NAS primarily to simulate the air warfare elements of FOST training serials. Visiting 736 rounded
off the day in excellent fashion, with the obligatory photo opportunity well taken. All in all, a very informative
day out and many thanks to all those at Culdrose who gave us such a warm welcome.

Cdt(E) Carwyn Davies
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COMEDY CORNER

Eating in the 1950’s
For those of you who are old enough to remember , enjoy.
For the rest , treat this as a history lesson.
Very surprising how time and memory has taken its toll.
Have things changes this much ….. really?
EATING IN THE FIFTIES ……. CONSIDER THAT:
Brown bread was something only poor people ate!
Oil was for lubricating, fat was for cooking!

Condiments consisted of salt, pepper, vinegar and
Brown sauce.
Frozen food was called Ice Cream.

Tea was made in a tea pot, using tea leaves and was
NEVER GREEN!

Prunes were medicinal.

Cubed sugar was regarded as posh!

No-one had heard of ‘yogurt’

Eating raw fish was called ‘poverty’ not Sushi!

Healthy food consisted of anything edible.

Only HEINZ made beans.
Pasta had not been invented.

People who didn’t peal their potatoes were regarded
as lazy.
Indian restaurants were only found in India!

Curry was a surname.

Seaweed was not recognized as food

A take away was a mathematical problem.

Pineapples came in chunks, in a tin; we only saw a
photo of a real one
‘Kabab’ was not even a word never mind a food.

A pizza was something to do with a tower in Italy.
‘
Bananas and Oranges only appeared at Christmas.
All crisps were plain; the only choice was whether to
put salt on or not.
Rice was milk pudding, and never part of a dinner.

Water came out of a tap, any suggestion of bottling it
and charging for it, would have been laughable.

The one thing that we NEVER had on the table – was
elbows!
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FS COURBET rasing with RFA WAVE KNIGHT East of Suez
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WHAT CAN THE RFA ASSOCIATION DO FOR ME….?
(Debunking some myths)
# Myth 1 – It’s just a senior officers drinking club!
One of the key objectives of the RFAA is to foster esprit de corps and what the current seafarers will find is that when they
eventually retire and leave the sea it leaves a massive hole in their day-to-day life. The ‘village’ of their ship is gone, their
shipmates who they lived with 24 hours a day are gone and they are left with…..retirement. Most form strong bonds at sea
and ex-shipmates are an important part of retirement for many. The RFAA provides in regions a ‘club’ of ex-seafarers who
socialise, provide friendship, camaraderie, care and welfare support in time of need and at times of illness and death. Yes
they are senior in age, yes they drink and in most areas the ex-senior officers come to the fore to run the committees and do
the work to make the branch function. As a result most photos of social events (welfare isn’t terribly photogenic) involve
senior adults and a pub/club, BBQ or hotel. The RFAA does much more to support you when you leave ‘the service’ and
welcomes, and is comprised of, all ranks and ages.
# Myth 2 – It does nothing for the serving Seafarer!
We are not a huge charity (roughly £130k) and so do not have the financial or membership muscle to offer the services that
other marine charities with £35M to £70M have. We can’t offer cheaper car or house insurance or free will writing services
so the seagoing RFA seafarer is right to say that we offer them little. You are welcome to attend our regional or national
functions when ashore but most prefer their leave before another session at sea. However when you leave the RFA it will
not be there to support you into your non-seafaring life, so the RFAA fills that void and provides the support that the RFA
cannot. Despite this, interestingly, a large proportion of our welfare payments have been made to non-officers, serving at
sea, who are not RFAA members! Perhaps we do provide something for the serving seafarer?
# Myth 3 – As a charity it doesn’t provide any welfare!
Welfare comes in many forms and we’d argue that the social (and drinking) functions provided by the regional branches are
an essential part of the welfare of the aging, retired RFA seafarer community. The friendship, contact, camaraderie and
bringing together old shipmates is vital to many for their wellbeing. Flowers and a telephone call to the sick are greatly
appreciated as is our support for those families whose loved ones have ‘crossed the bar’, and the RFA flag for the coffin.
National events are equally important and honouring fallen comrades is vitally important to many. We can’t conjure up
welfare cases where they do not exist and all referred to us are processed quickly with the support of SSAFA who undertake
the professional casework for us (and weed out the few scams that arise). We pay up to £500 to members and £250 to nonmembers in times of financial hardship, but the greatest work we undertake is to get them professional help from the many
maritime specialist charities that exist specifically to provide this.
# Myth 4 – It doesn’t encourage non-officers to join!
We encourage all ranks to join, and have ex-rating and petty officer members in the RFAA community. We do have more exofficers as members, which may put some off joining, but that is not a deliberate policy, just a fact of life. Maybe the ex-RFA
brand loyalty is strongest amongst those who made the service their life? Whatever the reason, we encourage and welcome
every new member and rank does not feature in our organisation.
# Myth 5 – It spends all the money on its own operating costs!
We are a member driven association, which focusses on the esprit de corps and welfare of our RFA retired members. Hence
the majority of our ‘operating costs’ are expended in servicing our member needs. IT, cybersecurity, post, telephone, printing,
stationery, Newsletters and Yearbook, all feature highly in our expenses column. Over £25k of our funds are ring fenced to
maintain the RFA national memorial, fund the RFAA annual Golf tournament and RFA Summer ball/BBQ (note RFA NOT RFAA
events) and to provide the annual Coull award for RFA seafarers. We have one part time staff member who receives some
payment for undertaking professional services in accounts and bookkeeping. Compare that to the costs of running the larger
UK maritime charities and we believe we offer excellent value for money! Finally as a charity we have to meet all the costs
associated with meeting the Charity Commission legal requirements, notably accounting, data protection, holding Annual
General Meetings and Trustees meetings (who by law cannot be paid for their services, but are legally responsible for the
running of the RFAA) business expenses. Therefore, whilst it looks as if the charity/welfare side of the RFAA receives the least
funds, the truth is that almost all our operating costs are expended to meet the member welfare services, which a major
reason for the RFAA existence.
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# Myth 6 – It doesn’t need to be a charity!
To some extent this is true but we are where our predecessors in the RFAA have put us. Although we are organised with a
national structure led by the trustees and a branch structure to organise regional business and activities we are ONE
organisation, with one constitution and set of objectives. Being a charity pulls us all together and without that we would
likely disintegrate into independent regions. The charity status allows us to have royal patronage, the tax benefits afforded
to charities and provides the rules, regulations and oversight afforded by the Charity Commission. Whilst charity status brings
a large set of rules, constraints and external requirements, these would still be there if we ceased to be a charity. If we
wanted to stay as a national group we would likely be regarded by UK authorities as a small non-profit making organisation
and all the tax, financial and data protection rules would remain the same.
# Myth 7 – It’s run by the Commodore and RFA HQ!
There are times when you read the publicity you might believe this is true, but it’s not and worse, we don’t actually have any
formal agreements or linkage with the service we so strongly support. The Commodore is not our President, trustee or has
any honorary position within the RFAA, and no Memorandum of Understanding has ever been signed to semi-formalise the
bond between us. We share the name and the flag and our constitution is to ‘foster esprit de corps and preserve the traditions
of the service and perpetuate its deeds and perpetuate the memory of those members of the service who have died in the
service of their country’. The RFAA does all it can to honour the service and its achievements and continue its high reputation,
a reputation forged by all the current RFAA members during their service in days and years past. The Commodore Benevolent
Fund does not provide any funding. A non-voting representative of the Commodore attends trustee meetings, but that is the
only formal bond that exists. The RFAA is not greatly understood by those outside it and this is an area all parties must seek
to improve.
So what does the RFAA do for you…………
• Provided and maintains the RFA national and Falklands memorials.
• Provides financial support to those in need.
• Provides companionship, social events and welfare support to serving and retired RFA seafarers, partners and family
and bereaved families.
• Represents the RFA at memorial services to honour the RFA dead of many conflicts.
• Assists when requested with funeral ceremonials.
• Assists with maintaining graves of RFA seafarers buried overseas in non-war graves.
• Assists ex-RFA seafarers having problems with pension and medal awards.
• Provides a focal point for all members for advice and guidance on life and health issues using larger, specialist charity
services where required.
• Organises an annual reunion around the UK for serving and retired RFA community.
• Does it’s best to represent the RFA at ceremonial events which the RFA cannot attend and
• ALWAYS does it’s best to maintain the high current and past reputation of the service we all honour.

If you are interested in joining, visit:
http://www.rfa-association.org.uk/

We have signed up to Amazon Smile. Use the link below access qualifying Amazon purchases and donate 0.5% of the
purchase price to the RFAA. NB you must use this link. Normal accessing the Amazon website will not give access to the
Smile area.
https://smile.amazon.co.uk/ch/1093950-0
Thank you to all who donate!
smile.amazon.co.uk
Support Royal Fleet Auxiliary Association by shopping at smile.amazon.co.uk.
When you shop at smile.amazon.co.uk, Amazon will donate to Royal Fleet Auxiliary…
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SPONSORSHIP FOR THE LONDON MARATHON
Dear all
Both myself and C/O (X) Ali Clack are running the London Marathon this year.
I am running for the Care Ashore charity who look after our RFA seafarers, offering support and assistance when
needed. Ali is running for the Alzheimer’s association who support those suffering from dementia, providing the
individual and their family with support and advice and one day, a cure.
We promise that pictures, timings and amounts raised will be confirmed, once completed.
Please find our links below, if you would like to sponsor us.
http://uk.virginmoneygiving.com/TessPritchard2
https://www.justgiving.com/fundraising/alic2020
With thanks
Tess Pritchard Officer Engineer Appointer’

RFA PUZZLE : HARD SUDOKU
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FAREWELL AND THANK YOU FOR YOUR SERVICE
LEAVERS FROM THE RFA SERVICE
MED TECH WHITELEY
CR1 WEBSTER
CR1 ROBERTS

3/O(E) KEAN
1/O(E) LEAKE
SG1A ROWLAND

WHALE ISLAND WORD SEARCH
SOLUTION
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SG1A BUTLER
LH(C) HALLIWELL

